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Heat water up to 94° (straight off the boil).
pre-heat plunger by rinsing 20mls of hot water.

Place your coarse ground coffee into the plunger. 

 Pour 150mls of hot water to fully soak the coffee

grounds (stir it if required).
leave it to bloom for 30 seconds before adding the

remaining 850ml of hot water in.

place the lid on top of the plunger to keep the heat in. 

allow the coffee to brew for 3-5 minutes depending on

your personal taste preference.

Slowly plunge the coffee & then serve!

Plunger/French press Brewing Ratio

Recipe Example - Fortune Teller

1 : 17 Ratio

coffee - 60g

Hot Water - 1020mls/grams (94°)
Brew Time - 3-5 minutes *approx* 
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If you're finding residual coffee grounds in your cup, This means either

your coffee is not coarse enough (too Fine) or you're plunging too fast.

if the coffee taste sour/salty, try slightly increasing your brew time or

amount of coffee you brew with.

if the coffee tasting bitter/dry, try decreasing the brew time.

If the methods above don't work, you may not have the best suited

blend/single origin for this brew method. 

Ratio of 1 : 17 explained - for every gram of coffee it will equal 17 grams of
water. 

Adjustments to the ratio are required depending on the coffee & the

size/volume of your plunger. 

this is a guide for a good starting point, feel free to play around with dosage & time to get the

flavour that suits you!

ratio is based off "fortune teller" for other blends & single origins brewing weights/timing may

vary.

Troubleshooting
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eg. For a smaller plunger with a capacity of 500ml divide by 2. 

your ratio will still remain the same at 1 : 17 

your New total will become 

Coffee - 30g 

hot water - 510mls

same brew time 

 

 

 


